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As wing designs aim for higher aerodynamic efficiency, the underlying aircraft structure becomes more flexible,

requiring additional features to alleviate the loads encountered from gusts andmaneuvers.While alleviating loads, it

is desirable to minimize the deviations from the original flight trajectory. In this work, a dynamic control allocation

method that exploits redundant control effectors for maneuver and gust load alleviation is proposed for flexible

aircraft. The control architecture decouples the two objectives of load alleviation and rigid-body trajectory tracking

by exploiting the null space between the input and the rigid-body output. A reduced-dimensional null space input is

established, which affects the flexible output (but not the rigid-body output) when passed through a null space filter to

generate incremental control signals. This null space input is determined bymodel predictive control to maintain the

flexible output of the aircraft within specified values, thereby achieving load alleviation. Numerical simulations are

used to illustrate the operation of this load alleviation system on nonlinear models. It is shown that the proposed load

alleviation system can successfully avoid the violation of load bounds in the presence of both gust disturbances and

maneuvers with minimal effect on the trajectory tracking performance.

I. Introduction

A IRCRAFT designed for increased fuel efficiency increasingly
rely on high-aspect-ratio wings and lightweight structural char-

acteristics. However, these design features often result in increased
structural flexibility. A key challenge arising from increased flexi-
bility is structural yielding or failure when the aircraft is subjected to
aggressive flightmaneuvers or gusts.Methods to alleviate themaneu-
ver and gust loads on aircraft have been developed that are referred to
asmaneuver load alleviation (MLA) and gust load alleviation (GLA).
While load alleviation (LA) helps to preserve the aircraft structural
integrity, another objective is to maintain the aircraft maneuvering
performance and trajectory tracking. Adverse effects on the maneu-
vering performancemay lead to poor handling qualities or even affect
how well the aircraft can complete its mission.
Several methods for LA have been proposed using both hardware

and software. Solutions that involve additional or dedicated hardware
[1–3] are preferably included in the design phase of an aircraft life
cycle, rather than the sustainment phase. Adding new hardware to
existing aircraft requires structural redesign, additional manufactur-
ing, and testing, which may come at a high cost. Therefore, software
solutions exploiting the existing control effectors are also appealing.
Early MLA software systems symmetrically deflected the wing

control surfaces (e.g., ailerons, flaps) based on aircraft normal accel-
eration to reduce structural loads [4]. An MLA efficiency study by
Yang et al. [5] found that the efficient deflection is down for inboard
control surfaces and up for outboard ones. This moves the wing load
toward the fuselage of a conventional transport aircraft, reducing the

bending moment at the root of the wing. Similar to MLA, GLA also
relies on the control surfaces to reduce the load, but it may not
lead to symmetric deflections. Also, GLA typically requires a faster
response to unanticipated dynamic loads [6]. To enable more effec-
tive use of multiple control surfaces for LA, several advanced control
approaches have been proposed [7–13]. These approaches either
allow or ignore the effects of the LA system on the flight trajectory
tracking. Therefore, an alternate approach for handling multiple
objectives is desirable.
One enabling characteristic for LA is that the aircraft often has

more control inputs than the number of rigid-body degrees of free-
dom, which are controlled to follow specific trajectories. This redun-
dancy is referred to as overactuation, and it allows the control inputs
to be optimally arranged to handle multiple objectives using control
allocation techniques. The control allocation structure is usually
comprised of two stages: The first stage is a high-level controller
that guarantees the desirable output (e.g., flight trajectory tracking),
whereas the second stage is a detailed allocator satisfying a secondary
objective (e.g., LA) [14]. Control allocation literature categorizes the
dynamic system’s input redundancy as either strong or weak. A
system has strong input redundancy when it is possible to inject an
arbitrary signal in certain input directions without affecting the state
response of the plant. A system hasweak input redundancywhen this
arbitrary signal does not affect the steady-state output of the system
[15]. Strong input redundancy is commonly seenwhen the number of
control inputs exceeds the number of internal states of the system
dynamics. In contrast, for weak input redundancy, the number of
control inputs typically exceeds the number of controlled outputs.
Control allocation methods that exploit strong input redundancy

have been previously proposed for the control of rigid aircraft. The
secondary objective for such a scenario is often something other than
structural LA (e.g., control effector saturation avoidance [16–19],
fault tolerance for control effectiveness uncertainty [20,21], or even
thermal load management [22]). However, several examples with an
objective of structural LA for rigid aircraft are more relative to this
work [23–25]. These control allocation methods assume a static
relationship between the structural load and the control inputs. There-
fore, they may not be effective in regulating dynamic loads with
pronounced transient characteristics as in flexible and very flexible
aircraft. For this purpose, control allocation methods that exploit
weak input redundancy are needed.
Gaulocher et al. [26] proposed amethod based onmodel predictive

control (MPC) to solve the dynamic optimal control allocation
problem offline for a prescribed maneuver. A new control allocation
law was then synthesized using a frequency-domain identification
method based on the results from the offline optimization. Pereira
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et al. [27] proposed two control system designs usingMPC forMLA.
One design directly provided a control allocation signal based on
state feedback and load constraints. A second design used MPC to
manipulate actuators pre-assigned to LA and the reference com-
mands before they were sent to a linear quadratic regulator controller
in the inner loop. Both designs used cost functions to minimize con-
trol use along with tracking error and successfully enforced bending
constraints. Wang et al. [28,29] proposed a control system design
using incremental nonlinear dynamic inversion with quadratic pro-
gramming control allocation and virtual shape functions for MLA
and GLA of flexible aircraft. Test results showed that the designed
control allocator (CA) provided an optimal solution while satisfying
actuator position constraints, rate constraints, and relative position
constraints. Hashemi and Nguyen [30] proposed a two-part control
system for longitudinal command tracking that includes an adaptive
control component to reducemaneuver loads. One controller handles
the trajectory tracking while a secondary adaptive controller focuses
on reducing the resultant maneuver loads, but unfortunately disrupts
the trajectory tracking performance.
As shown by this last example, the above methods still include

some sort of tradeoff between trajectory tracking performance and
LA. This occurs because these methods do not explicitly exploit the
structure of input redundancy to decouple the two objectives of LA
and trajectory tracking. Cocetti et al. [31] proposed a dynamic input
allocator that directly exploits the input redundancy of a system for
the purpose of input optimization. In this architecture, the dynamic
input allocator works in the same control loop as a nominal controller
to find the most suitable input trajectory based on certain perfor-
mance criteria (e.g., energy minimization or saturation avoidance),
while maintaining the same system output.
Duan and Okwudire [32,33] developed an energy-optimal dy-

namic control allocation method for multi-input, multi-output, linear
time-invariant (LTI) overactuated systems using an optimal subspace
that exploits the weak input redundancy of the system. This opti-
mal subspace reflects an internal relationship within the null space
between reference commands and desired output within which opti-
mal control inputs can be found. Duan and Okwudire used matrix
fraction description and spectral factorization to define a causal and
stable proxy signal that measures the deviation from the optimal
subspace. Then, optimal control trajectories were found by minimiz-
ing the proxy signal usingH∞ synthesis. This resulted in significant
improvements in energy efficiency without affecting system outputs.
The proposed method was designed to improve performance during
prescribed mechanical processes (e.g., in additive manufacturing),
which led to solutions based on the entire duration of the process.
However, this method was limited by linear assumptions and lack of
robustness consideration. Therefore, methods to shape the solutions
considering the transients and nonlinear dynamics, as in the applica-
tion of aircraft maneuvers and gust encounters, are needed.
Early GLA approaches used gust angle measurements at the nose

of the aircraft to tailor the aircraft’s gust response [34].More recently,
light detection and ranging (LIDAR) devices have been proposed to
measure atmospheric disturbances ahead of an aircraft in order to
provide a forecast for the control system [35–38].
In thiswork, a dynamic control allocationmethod for unified LA is

proposed forweakly input redundant flexible aircraft. It is based upon
the proxy-based optimal dynamic control allocation method devel-
oped by Duan and Okwudire [32,33]. This work is distinct from the

architecture proposed in [31] in that it is designed for a system with
two distinct output types, where the CA exploits the null space of one
output type (in the primary control loop) in order to control the other
output type using an auxiliary control loop. In this way, the control
architecture decouples the two objectives of LA and rigid-body
trajectory tracking. It is assumed that a desired maneuver trajectory
and thegust profile for the near future are knownapriori (e.g., through
measurements with a LIDAR for the gust). This assumption facili-
tates the development of a unified LA solution for bothmaneuver and
gust loads.
In the authors’ previous conference papers [39,40], the proposed

LA system was developed based on linearized models and de-
monstrated using linear simulations. The concept was first imple-
mented with a full-knowledge preview of an aircraft maneuver
[39]. A receding horizon approach was then developed to increase
robustness and accommodate gust disturbances and maneuvers
with limited preview [40]. The receding horizon control allocation
approach is used to inform the MPC-based CA presented in this
paper. The CA function operates as an add-on scheme to a no-
minal controller that facilitates the implementation of the proposed
approach on the actual nonlinear system. The efficacy of the pro-
posed method is demonstrated through numerical simulations on
the Generic Transport Aircraft (GTA) nonlinear model, modified
from [41].

II. Load Alleviation System Description

The block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 1. We
assume that the flexible aircraft G is controlled to track a specified
rigid-body output trajectory r�t� ∈ Rnr, in the presence of gust

disturbance, g�t� ∈ R3, from longitudinal, vertical, and lateral direc-
tions, 0 ≤ t ≤ Tp, where Tp is the preview horizon. The values of the

inputs for maneuvers and gust disturbances are assumed to be known
a priori over Tp, which is shorter than the total maneuver time Tman.

The tracking is realized through a nominal controller C, which uses
only the rigid-body output yr for feedback and generates an nu-
dimensional control input u0. The reference commands provided to
the nominal controller and gust disturbance, along with the yr feed-
back signal, produce a rigid output trajectory, yr�t� ∈ Rnr , 0 ≤ t ≤
Tp and a flexible output trajectory, yf �t� ∈ Rnf , 0 ≤ t ≤ Tp.

Note that the model of the flexible aircraft G has a large state
dimension to represent aeroelastic behavior, and the system hasweak
input redundancy. This provides an opportunity to control the flexible
outputs of the system yf without affecting tracking performance

(i.e., the relationship between r, g, and the resulting yr).
The implementation of the control allocation framework is based

on two steps: i) the offline generation of a null space filter, which is
designed so that the control input increment Δu produced as an
output of this null space filter does not affect the rigid-body output
yr, and ii) online generation of a null space variable trajectory v,
which is an input to the null space filter and enforces the bounds on
yf using a preview of the trajectory of the flexible output with the

nominal controller. As Fig. 1 illustrates, these two functions are
realized through two highlighted blocks N and L. The dotted lines
in the figure represent signals that include data forecasted for the
preview horizon. This CA incrementally adds Δu to the u0 signal
from the nominal controller, which simplifies the design and tuning
process.

Fig. 1 Block diagram of load alleviation through control allocation architecture, including gust disturbances.
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When considering this LA system, as shown in Fig. 1, one can see
that there are two differentways to relate the signal from theCA to the
rest of the system, and thus there are two options for maintaining
continuity between implementation intervals. One method is to con-
sider the null space variable v�t� as the external input signal; this
approach was used in [40]. The other method is to consider theΔu�t�
signal as the external input. The former option integrates the dynam-
ics of the null space filter as a part of the closed loop system, and thus
requires that the internal state of the null space filter be maintained to
ensure continuity of the system output when advancing from one
implementation interval to the next in the receding horizon imple-
mentation. The latter option maintains the Δu�t� trajectory between
implementation intervals, which is determined by passing the v�t�
signal through the null space filter (i.e., running a linear simulation
for Δu � N�s�v). This shift from using v�t� to Δu�t� as one of the
primary inputs to the system in controlling the flexible output, yf �t�,
has the added benefit that the initial condition for new implementa-
tion intervals has a physical meaning and corresponds to the extra
utilization of the control effectors resulting from theΔu�t� signal. To
accommodate this change, the followingmodifications are necessary.
Assuming a linear model for the aircraft, we consider the transfer

function representation for its input-output behavior in the form"
yf �s�
yr�s�

#
�

"
Gfu�s� Gfg�s�
Gru�s� Grg�s�

#
|��������������{z��������������}

G�s�

"
u�s�
g�s�

#
(1)

where yr�s� and yf �s� are the rigid-body and flexible outputs of the
system, respectively, resulting from the input u�s� and gust g�s�. Let
yf �t�; t ≥ 0, denote the time-domain solution of the flexible output of

the aircraft model, which can be decomposed into a summation of the
contributions from initial conditions and various inputs, i.e.,

yf �t� � yf0
�t; xCL�0�� � yfr�t; r�t�� � yfg�t; g�t��

� yfΔu�t;Δu�t�� (2)

where yfr�t� is the component of the flexible output from the refer-
ence signal, and yfg�t� and yfΔu�t� are similar components from

the gust and incremental control input signals, respectively. The
yf0

�t; xCL�0�� component of the flexible output corresponds to the

initial condition of the closed-loop internal state xCL�0�, which
includes states from the aircraft model and the nominal controller.
Based onEq. (2) and the load bounds yields the following constraints:

y−f ≤ yf �t� ≤ y�f ⇔

yfΔu�t;Δu�t�� ≥ y−f − yf0
�t; xCL�0�� − yfr�t; r�t�� − yfg�t; g�t��;

yfΔu�t;Δu�t�� ≤ y�f − yf0
�t; xCL�0�� − yfr�t; r�t�� − yfg�t; g�t��

(3)

The trajectory for Δu�t� is indirectly calculated over the preview
horizon, by determining a minimum 2-norm squared signal v�t�,
0 ≤ t ≤ Tp, and then passing it through the null space filter (with

zero initial conditions) to obtain Δu�t�, i.e., Δu � N�s�v, subject to
the constraints in Eq. (3). Computationally, after time discretization
with step Ts, this reduces to a quadratic programming (QP) problem
and only the first value in the solution sequence is applied to the
system. Then the process is repeated for the next time instant. In this
way, the entire maneuver over the time interval �0; Tman� is iteratively
constructed.
A computationally efficient solution is obtained when the objec-

tive function to beminimized is chosen as the square of the 2-norm of
the difference δΔuk�t� relative to an assumed incremental control
trajectory Δua;k�t�, i.e.,

Δuk�t� � Δua;k�t� � δΔuk�t�
� Δua;k�t� � Nvk�t� (4)

for kTs ≤ t ≤ kTs � Tp, where k � 0; 1; 2; : : : The nominal trajec-

tory of Δua;k�t� for k � 0 is zero and for k ≥ 1 is informed by the
trajectory of Δuk−1�t� as

Δua;k�t� �
(
Δuk−1�t� Ts�; 0 ≤ t ≤ Tp − Ts;

Δ ~ua;k�t�; Tp − Ts ≤ t ≤ Tp

(5)

where Δ ~ua;k�t� is a linear function of time with boundary values
Δuk−1�Tp� and zero.
Inserting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3) shows how vk�t� is used to indirectly

alter Δua;k�t� based on the constraint violations arising from the
Δua;k�t� trajectory. Specifically, the load constraints can now be
expressed in a formwhich is convenient for use in a QP problem, i.e.,

GfuN|{z}
Hfv

v�t� ≥ y−f − yf0
�t; xCL�0�� − yfr�t; r�t�� − yfg�t; g�t��

− yfΔua �t;Δua�t��;
GfuN|{z}
Hfv

v�t� ≤ y�f − yf0
�t; xCL�0�� − yfr�t; r�t�� − yfg�t; g�t��

− yfΔua �t;Δua�t��
(6)

When using a discrete-time implementation, filtering vk with
Hfv�s� is represented by the multiplication of Toeplitz matrix Hfv

andVk (sampled v�t� arranged in a single-columnvector), as detailed
in [39]. Therefore, this leads to the following QP problem:

min
Vk

VT
kVk;

s:t: HfvVk ≤ y�f − Yf0 ;k − Yfr;k − Yfg;k − YfDua;k ;

−HfvVk ≤ −y−f � Yf0;k � Yfr;k � Yfg;k � YfDua;k

(7)

The constraints of this QP problem shape the v�t� signal that will
control the flexible output. The right-hand side of the constraints is
informed by a comparison of the predicted trajectory of yf �t� to the
flexible limits of the structure. The left-hand side of the constraints is
informed by the dynamics of the combined system of the null space
filter and aircraft model.

III. Load Alleviation System Adaptation for Use with
Nonlinear Systems

The next step to prepare the LA system for use with more realistic
aircraft representations is to consider its implementation on a non-
linear system. Formaneuvers and gust disturbance encounters begin-
ning at a given equilibrium condition, a linearized model of the
aircraft at that condition is used to generate a null space filter. That
combination of the linearized model, of the corresponding null space
filter, and of the nominal controller are used to allocate the controls
with the ultimate objective of alleviating the critical loads of the
nonlinear aircraft. TheUniversity ofMichigan’s Nonlinear Aeroelas-
tic Simulation Toolbox (UM/NAST), which uses a strain-based for-
mulation to model elastic dynamics of aerospace structures in free
flight [42], is used to represent the nonlinear dynamics of the system.
This software program includes various modules used to determine
input settings for stable flight conditions, analyze structural modes,
or to create linearized versions of the nonlinear models. UM/NAST
also has modules to run static or dynamic nonlinear simulations and
can also be coupled with controllers defined using C++, Python, or
MATLAB [43,44].

A. Implementing Load Alleviation in Nonlinear Simulations

To use MPC when applying the LA system to a nonlinear model,
the notional preview simulation and the quadratic programming
optimization portions of the system are compiled into a separate
CA function that is used by the nominal controller. The nominal
controller and CA function are MATLAB scripts that can connect
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with the Python interface of UM/NAST. This CA function requires
the current value of the full state of the nonlinear aircraft model, the
current state value of any integrators used in the nominal controller,
the time discretization, the value of prediction horizon, Tp, and a
priori knowledge of the reference command trajectory and gust
disturbance over the prediction horizon. The CA function also uses
a library of pre-calculated systems and variables for use by the
optimization. This library includes an LTI model for the flexible
aircraft and its state, linearized about the flight condition at the
beginning of the simulation, and the corresponding model for the
null space filter based on that aircraft model. The library also
includes a representation of the closed-loop dynamics of the air-
craft coupled with the nominal controller which gives the flexible
output, yf �t�, for a given reference command trajectory input, r�t�
and gust disturbance, g�t�. The library also includes matrices used
to represent the aircraft model coupled with the null space filter in
Toeplitz form,Hfv, for use in the quadratic programming problem.
The CA function maintains its own reckoning of the current Δu�t�
trajectory, in order to ensure continuity between time steps. The
controller state is coupled with the current aircraft state to define the
closed-loop state initial condition. The library also contains the trim
values of the full state of the aircraft and matrices used to represent
the aircraft model coupledwith the null space filter in Toeplitz form,
for use in the quadratic programming problem.
The CA function begins with an assumed Δua�t� trajectory over

the prediction horizonTp, which is how the continuity of this signal is

maintained between time steps. When initialized, this assumed tra-
jectory is just zeros, but is afterward replaced by the optimal solution
from the QP solver. The previews of r�t� and g�t� are concatenated
and used as an input in a notional linear simulation of the closed-loop
system of the aircraft coupled with the nominal controller to predict
the flexible output yf �t� for the preview horizon Tp. The Δua�t�
trajectory is also used as an input for the aircraft model to predict the
corresponding component of yf �t� over the prediction horizon of

length Tp. These components are added together to find the com-

bined prediction of yf �t� resulting from r�t�, g�t�, and the Δua�t�
trajectory. This prediction comprises the right-hand side of the con-
straints in Eq. (7).
The CA function then checks to see if the predicted yf �t� exceeds

the user-specified constraint on the flexible output. If the constraint is
violated at any time within the prediction horizon Tp, then the LA

system is engaged, and the QP solver is used to determine an optimal
v�t� trajectory that will keep yf �t� within the imposed constraints

based on the solution of Eq. (7) (assuming a feasible solution exists).
The optimal v�t� trajectory is used as an input for the null space
filter to obtain a corrective δΔu�t� trajectory, which is combinedwith
the Δua�t� trajectory to determine the final Δu�t� trajectory
(i.e.,Δu�t� � Δua�t� � δΔu�t�). On the other hand, if the predicted
yf �t� does not exceed the user-specified constraint, then the Δua�t�
trajectory is used as the finalΔu�t� trajectory. Aswith standardMPC,
only the first time step of the optimal Δu�t� trajectory is returned to
the nominal controller and is added to the u0�t� value determined by
the nominal control law (as shown in Fig. 1) to alleviate the loads. In
subsequent uses of the CA function, the remainder of the finalΔu�t�
trajectory is retained in memory to be used as the Δua�t� trajectory
for the next iteration of the CA function.

B. Disengagement of the Load Alleviation System

This LA system is designed to introduce an additional input signal
to alleviate loadswhen needed, and disengage by removing the signal
when it is not needed. During implementation, only the first time
step of the Δu�t� trajectory is used in the iteration in which it was
developed. The remaining time steps of the trajectory are retained in
memory to provide a starting point for subsequent iterations of the
CA function. However, one additional time step of values needs to be
appended to the retained trajectory in order to run the necessary
nominal prediction simulations used by the MPC. The value of this
last time step of the prediction can have a significant effect on the
overall performance of the system, especially because any deviation
from this value is penalized during the QP process. Because the

overall objective of the LA system is to introduce aΔu�t� only when
necessary, the value for this last time step should represent an overall
reduction toward zero, for each input channel.
The values of the Δu�t� signal are directly connected to the

activation of the aircraft control effectors, because the signal is
downstream from the null space filter. This means that the decay of
this signal may adversely affect the rigid-body output of the system.
Therefore, care should be taken to reduce the trajectory gradually in
order to minimize the effect on the rigid-body output of the aircraft. If
a previous Δu�t� trajectory is retained, the value of the next-to-last
time step may be multiplied by a scalar value kΔu to prescribe the last
time step of the preview horizon, i.e.,

Δua;k�t� �
(
Δuk−1�t� 1�; 0 ≤ t ≤ Tp − 1;

kΔuΔuk−1�t�; t � Tp

(8)

If no further optimization of the Δu�t� trajectory is needed in sub-
sequent iterations of the CA function, this iterative scaling down of
the final time step results in an exponential decay of the Δu�t�
trajectory and a disengagement of the LA system. The magnitude
of the scalar value affects the rate of exponential decay. If the
magnitude is too small, the signal will be removed too rapidly, which
may result in large oscillations of yr�t�. If the magnitude is too large,
the LA system will remain engaged much longer than necessary or
may result in too much compensation being used. Therefore, a
magnitude within the range of 0.8–0.98 may provide the most
desirable disengagement of the LA system, while minimizing
adverse effects to the rigid output.

IV. Numerical Demonstration Using a Generic
Transport Aircraft Model

The methods for LA discussed and derived in this work are
numerically demonstrated using the GTA model, modified from
[41]. This nonlinear model is firstly defined for use with UM/NAST,
and a linearized model is generated to define its LA system.

A. Generic Transport Aircraft Model and Nominal Control

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the GTA is equipped with two elevators
(ELVL; ELVR), two ailerons (AILL; AILR), one rudder (RDR), two
flaps (FLPL; FLPR), and two thrusters (TL; TR). In total, this com-
prises nine control inputs to the system, i.e.,nu � 9. Accordingly, the
control input u is defined as

u� �ELVR ELVL RDR AILR AILL FLPR FLPL TR TL �T
(9)

Note that the flaps in thismodel are defined identically to the ailerons,
just located closer to the fuselage. This means that they are not
restricted to only deflect trailing-edge down and are not rate limited
to move more slowly than ailerons. The vector of rigid-body outputs
to be controlled consists of the roll, pitch, and yaw angular rates, i.e.,

Fig. 2 Control inputs and critical stations on the Generic Transport
Aircraft.
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yr � �p q r �T (10)

which means that nr � 3. With nu > nr, the GTA also has the
characteristics to support weak input redundancy.
The fuselage of theGTA is 22m longwith a diameter of 2.2m. The

wingspan is 19 m, with a constant chord of 2.2 m, giving it an aspect
ratio of 8.6. The critical stations to evaluate the flexible outputs are
defined as SL and SR, which are 2.25 m away from the center of the
fuselage (see Fig. 2). The vector of flexible outputs, yf , is composed

of the out-of-plane bending curvatures at the critical stations, i.e.,

yf � � κL1 κR1 �T (11)

The stiffness of the GTAwings was numerically reduced from the
design originally proposed in [41] so that the resulting model is more
flexible and demonstrates geometric nonlinearities. A linearized
model is generated at a trimmed condition of straight, level, unac-
celerated flight using UM/NAST. The trim airspeed is 160 m/s, with
an angle of attack of 1.8° at an altitude of 20,000 ft (6096 m). At this
condition, thewings already have a deformed shape, with the highest
out-of-plane bending curvature occurring at locations SL and SR. The
curvatures for wing locations closer to the fuselage or the wing box
inside the fuselage have a much smaller static deflection. The curva-
ture forwing locations further outboard steadily decreases, approach-
ing zero near the wingtip. At this condition, the baseline vertical
wingtip deflection is 20.0% of half the aircraft wingspan. The first
out-of-plane bending frequency is 1.37 Hz. As for rigid-body flight
dynamics, the short-period frequency is 0.86 Hz, as determined by
numerical simulation, using a high-magnitude elevator deflection of
−13° for 0.3 s. In terms of the flexible output of the system, the out-of-
planewing bending curvature has a static value of−0.118 1∕m at this
flight condition. This bending curvature is the main objective for the
LA system to control within given structural bounds.
The nominal controller for the GTA stabilizes the rigid-body out-

put of roll, pitch, and yaw rates using decoupled proportional-integral
(PI) controllers for each axis. ThesePI controllers generate τp; τq, and
τr, which inform required control actions for roll, pitch, and yawaxes,
respectively, i.e.,

τp �
�
Kpp � Kpi

s

�
�rp − yp�;

τq � −
�
Kqp � Kqi

s

�
�rq − yq�;

τr �
�
Krp � Kri

s

�
�rr − yr� (12)

These signals are directly fed to the control channels identified in
Eq. (9), deflecting the ailerons asymmetrically [i.e., AILR�t� �
−τp�t� and AILL�t� � τp�t�], deflecting both elevators symmetri-

cally [i.e., ELVL�t� � ELVR�t� � τq�t�], and deflecting the rudder
by τr�t�. This represents a heuristic baseline control allocation struc-
ture. The input channels for the thrusters and flaps are not controlled
by the nominal controller, and would be direct feedthrough from
the operator. However, all input channels are available for the CA,
through the Δu�t� signal. All control surfaces are given a maximum
deflection limit of�45°. Note that this design only uses the feedback
of the rigid-body angular rates, which satisfies the specification of
separating the rigid and flexible outputs in Fig. 1. The gains of the PI
controller are provided in Table 1.
The reference command signal r�t� and gust disturbance signal

g�t� are contained in lookup tables in a database, which is accessed by
the nominal controller. The sensor data and reference signal, accord-
ing to the control law, generate a nominal control signal u0�t�. The
nominal controller must also use the CA function to obtain theΔu�t�
vector.

B. Performance Metrics for Numerical Demonstration

The following performancemetrics are defined in order to quantify
the performance of the LA system through numerical simulations.
The first performance metric describes the amount of correction

needed by the LA system in order to attenuate the flexible output
within the user-defined bounds when performing themaneuver with-
out the LA system. This metric is expressed as a percentage of the
maximum flexible output displacement from the equilibrium value
before the maneuver or gust disturbance, i.e.,

yf;correction �
y−f − ŷfmin

ŷfmin − yfeq
(13)

where ŷfmin is the minimum observed flexible output from the
maneuver without the LA system, and yfeq is the value of the flexible
output at the equilibrium condition, before the maneuver is initiated
or gust disturbance is encountered.
The next performance metric corresponds to the primary objective

of LA. It describes the margin between the flexible output and the
user-defined constraint during the maneuver or gust encounter. After
running a numerical simulation with the LA system engaged, the
minimum observed value of the flexible output will be compared to
the user-defined constraint. This results in a flexible output integrity
metric, expressed as a percentage of the maximum flexible output
displacement from the equilibrium value:

yf;integrity �
y−f − yfmin

ŷfmin − yfeq
(14)

where yfmin is the minimum observed flexible output during the
maneuver or gust disturbance encounter with the LA system
engaged. Any instance where the integrity metric has a value less
than zero represents a constraint violation. The closer this value is to
zero can be thought of as a measure of optimality, meaning that the
LA system adjusted the control allocation enough to meet the con-
straints, but not to excess.
The final performance metric corresponds to the secondary objec-

tive of the proposed LA system: preserving rigid-body trajectory
tracking performance. A distinguishing feature of the system under
evaluation is the exploitation of the null space of the aircraft model,
which enables changes to the flexible output without affecting the
rigid-body output. However, this feature relies on the property of
superposition for linear systems, which may not hold during the
dynamic simulation of the nonlinear model. The rigid-body output
data observed during the maneuver or gust disturbance encounter
with the LA system engaged will be compared to the corresponding
output data without the LA system engaged throughout the time
history data log. Specifically, the difference between the rigid-body
output values will be calculated starting from the first point in time
where the meanΔu�t� value of all input channels is greater than zero
until the meanΔu�t� value returns to zero, or the end of the data log.
Themean of the absolute value of these differenceswill be calculated,
resulting in a rigid-body output mean absolute error:

eyr �
1

n

Xn
i�1

kyr�i� − ŷr�i�k (15)

Table 1 Gains of GTA
nominal controller

Gain Value

Kpp 1.0 s

Kpi 10.0

Kqp 0.3 s

Kqi 3.0

Krp 3.0 s

Kri 7.0
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where n is the number of time steps in the sample, and yr�t� and ŷr�t�
represent the rigid-body output data from the simulation with and
without the LA system engaged, respectively. Ideally, this value
should be as close to zero as possible.

C. Simulation Results

The system was simulated using the dynamic solver module of
UM/NAST. The two test cases for this demonstration are described
here.
1)Descent: To descend to a lower altitude, the reference trajectory

consists of a pitch down 2 s after the simulation starts with a pulse of
−6°∕s over 1 s. The nose-down pitch attitude is held for 4 s before
leveling off in one additional second. This maneuver results in a
descent of 80 m.
2)Descent with discrete gust encounter:While leveling off during

the descent maneuver described above, the aircraft encounters
a discrete upward gust with a 1− cosine profile. The gust is encoun-
tered 8 s after the simulation starts, swelling to a peak gust am-
plitude of U0 � 10.8 m∕s and then decaying to zero over 1.03 s
(i.e., tgust � 1.03 s). The parameters for this gust are based on the

airworthiness specifications for critical gust loads described in Title
14 of the CFR, section 25.341 [45].
Additional trajectories that did not include a pitch componentwere

explored but did not sufficiently excite the bending curvature beyond
the bound. The LA system was not engaged by such trajectories;
therefore, those results are not shown.
The nonlinear model is built using UM/NAST, and the required

input settings for level flight are determined and applied for a
dynamic simulation with a time discretization of 0.01 s. The con-
troller is written in aMATLAB script (ver. r2020a [46]), based on the
PI control architecture described in Sec. IV.A. The controller script
obtains the reference command signal from a lookup table. This
controller script also calls the CA function, which utilizes MPC
(with Tp � 3 s) to find the appropriate Δu�t� value for each time
step. The CA function is configured to retain theΔu�t� solution each
iteration to maintain continuity. The disengagement mechanism is an
exponential decay of the Δu�t� signal at the end of the last solution
from the QP solver, as described in Sec. III.B, with kΔu � 0.95. For
this demonstration, the null space filter is invariant and is generated
based on the equilibrium point conditions and linearized model at
the beginning of the simulation. The bound on the wing bending

curvature is set to −0.235 m−1 for both test cases. This value repre-
sents a flexible output correction factor of yf;correction � 11.1%,

according to Eq. (13).
The state results for test case 1), both with and without LA, are

shown in Fig. 3. The rigid-body outputs of roll, pitch, and yaw rates
are on the left. The aircraft load factor is on the bottom right, and the
flexible outputs for each wing are on the upper right. The time
histories of the elevator, aileron, and flap inputs are shown in Fig. 4.
The solution had only an inconsequential effect on the nominal
control signal for the rudder and thrusters; therefore, they are not
displayed.
The plot for the bending curvature shows that the constraint is

satisfiedwith a reasonablemargin, which represents an attenuation of
over 20% of the bending, compared to the results without LA. The
bending curvature integrity metrics for the left and right wings are
κL;integrity � 12.9% and κR;integrity � 10.5%, respectively. There is

some extraneous motion in the roll axis, which is interesting because
the maneuver is purely longitudinal and the aircraft model is sym-
metric about the longitudinal axis. The research team attempted to
force a symmetric response by the LA system by adding additional
constraints to the QP solver for Eq. (7), but no feasible solution could
be found. This suggests that asymmetric behavior is a result of the
characteristics of the null space filter created from this linearizedmodel
of the aircraft. Indeed, a Fourier transform spectral analysis of the null
space filter showed that the output channel for roll rate had a higher
signal power than the other rigid-body output channels. This result
shows that different null space filters can have different characteristics
that may provide an improved performance for the LA system. Other
methods of manipulating the objective model to generate a null space
filter may produce a better filter than the one used for this study, but the
one used for this study provided the best result of the several potential
null space filters investigated. Overall, the results are very desirable,
withmean absolute errors of ep � 0.060 deg ∕s, eq � 0.040 deg ∕s,
and er � 0.006 deg ∕s, for the roll, pitch, and yaw rates, respectively.
The resultant Δu�t� can be approximated by noting the difference

between the plots in Fig. 4. When the Δu�t� signal is active, the
elevators deflect less, which would provide less pitch rate. Both
ailerons deflect upward, though the left aileron has a larger deflection
than the right, which may be the source of the roll-rate error observed
in Fig. 3. A deflection in the same direction, such as this, would
reduce the lift near the wingtips. Simultaneously, the flaps deflect
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Fig. 3 Responses of rigid-bodymotion and wing root bending curvature for descent for an invariant null space filter applied to a nonlinear GTAmodel,
with and without LA.
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downward, increasing the lift near the fuselage. This matches the
conclusions found in the literature for centrally loaded aircraft [5].
One interesting result is the difference in load factor with the LA
system active. The measured load factor comes from a simulated
inertial navigation sensor placed at the center of the fuselagewhere it
intersects the wing. The difference is small, but the value of the load
factor is higher when the LA system is active, even while the wing
bending curvature is being reduced. One way to understand this
phenomenon is to first note that the pitch rate motion is approxi-
mately the same for both cases, meaning that the lifting force is
staying the same. With that in mind, if the wings are not bent as
much, then it means that the amount of force that would normally be
absorbed by the wings flexing is instead being redirected to the
fuselage, thus increasing the load factormeasured there by the sensor.

The state results for test case 2, both with and without LA, are
shown in Fig. 5. The time histories of the elevator, aileron, and flap
inputs are shown in Fig. 6. The flexible state constraint was equal to
the case without gust, which now represents a flexible output correc-
tion factor of yf;correction � 36.8% of the bending, compared to the
results without LA.
The plot for the bending curvature shows that the constraint is

satisfied with plenty of margin. The resultant bending trajectory
satisfied the constraints by an extra 21%, showing an overall attenu-
ation of 58%, compared to the results without LA. The bending
curvature integritymetrics for the left and rightwings are κL;integrity �
28.1% and κR;integrity � 21.3%, respectively. The LA objective is

achieved, but the response is excessive, showing some areas for
future improvement of the system. There is some extraneous motion
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Fig. 5 Responses of rigid-body motion and wing root bending curvature for descent with discrete gust for an invariant null space filter applied to a
nonlinear GTA model, with and without LA.
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Fig. 4 Time histories of elevator, aileron, and flap inputs for descent for an invariant null space filter applied to a nonlinear GTA model, with and
without LA.
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in the roll and pitch axes, but it is still less than 0.2 deg/s. The mean
absolute errors are ep � 0.156 deg ∕s, eq � 0.153 deg ∕s, and

er � 0.023 deg ∕s, for the roll, pitch, and yaw rates, respectively.
The resultant Δu�t� can be approximated by noting the difference

between the plots in Fig. 6. Compared to the observations for test case
1, the elevators deflect less, both ailerons deflect upward, and the
flaps deflect downward, to reduce the out-of-plane wing bending.
The relative increase in load factor is observed again.

V. Conclusions

The LA method developed in this work exploits the null space
between the reference input and the rigid-body output of a flexible
aircraft to control the flexible output without affecting the tracking
performance. By using the null space, the control architecture decou-
ples the twoobjectives of LAand rigid-body trajectory tracking. For a
given aircraft linearized model, a null space filter is generated so that
its output signal can be sent to the aircraft control effectors without
affecting the rigid-body output. A reduced-dimension null space
variable is defined as the input to the null space filter and its trajectory
is determined so that it can control the flexible output to remain
within given constraints. Modifications were made to adapt the LA
system for use with nonlinear aircraft models. These included modi-
fying the previous approach with a model predictive control-based
CA function that can run on top of a nominal controller and applies to
nonlinear models and simulations. Numerical simulations were used
to demonstrate the operation of this LA system using theGTAmodel.
Numerical results showed the effect of using an MPC-based LA
system on top of a nominal controller while running nonlinear
dynamic simulations with the GTAmodel. Results using an invariant
null space filter for a nonlinear GTA model overshot a 35% goal to
attenuate the flexible output by an additional 20% while keeping
mean absolute errors of the rigid-body outputs to less than
0.2 deg ∕s. These demonstrations showed that the LA system can
successfully avoid the violation of flexible output constraints result-
ing from both gust disturbances and maneuvers with minimal effect
on the trajectory tracking performance.
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